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ABSTRACT
Metallic gas detected in the� Pictoris circumstellar debris disk raises many questions.The origin of this

gas is unclear and its very presence is difficult to explain: many constituents of the gas are expected to be
radiatively accelerated outward, yet their motion appearsto be consistent with Keplerian rotation out to at least
300 AU. Hydrogen has previously been hypothesized to exist in the disk, acting as a braking agent, but the
amount required to brake individual elements conflicted with observed upper limits.

To resolve this discrepancy, we search for alternative braking mechanisms for the metallic gas. We find that
all species affected by radiation force are heavily ionized. Frequent Coulomb collisions couple the ions into
a single fluid, reducing the radiation force on species feeling the strongest acceleration. For a gas of solar
composition, the resulting total radiation force still exceeds gravity, while a gas of enhanced carbon abundance
could be self-braking. We also explore two other braking agents: collisions with dust grains and neutral gas.
Grains surrounding� Pic are photoelectrically charged to a positive electrostatic potential. If a significant
fraction of the dust grains are carbonaceous (10% in the midplane and larger at higher altitudes), ions can be
slowed down to satisfy the observed velocity constraints. In this case, both the gas kinematics and spatial
distributions are expected to coincide with those of small grains, the latter being indeed observed. For neutral
gas to brake the coupled ion fluid, we find the minimum requiredmass to be� 0:03 M� , consistent with
observed upper limits of the hydrogen column density, and substantially reduced relative to previous estimates.

Our results favor a scenario in which metallic gas is generated by grain evaporation in the disk, perhaps
during grain-grain collisions. We exclude a primordial origin for the gas, but cannot rule out the possibility
of its production by falling evaporating bodies near the star. We discuss the implications of this work for
observations of gas in other debris disks.
Subject headings: stars: individual (� Pictoris) — circumstellar matter — acceleration of particles — scattering

— planetary systems: formation — planetary systems: protoplanetary disks

1. INTRODUCTION

The evolution of circumstellar disks is intimately connected to the process of star and planet formation. In the standard
isolated low-mass star formation scenario (e.g., Shu, Adams & Lizano 1987), disks begin their existence asprotostellar accretion
disks, later turning intoprotoplanetary disks, once the newborn star reaches the T Tauri phase. The late evolutionary stages of
circumstellar disks are not well understood. Once the star has reached the main sequence and the planet formation process is
complete, the disk is thought to have been depleted of its primordial gas, keeping small amounts generated by either stellar winds
or evaporation of solid bodies (e.g., Lagrange et al. 2000).In the few cases where late disks are observable, lifetimes of small
dust grains (. 1�m) are shorter than the estimated ages of those systems, implying a dust replenishment mechanism (Backman
& Paresce 1993). These kind of late circumstellar disks are usually referred to asdebris disks. The gas lifetime in those systems,
currently unknown, determines the maximum period over which protoplanetary cores can accrete gas and form gaseous planets
(e.g., Bodenheimer & Lin 2002), and is related the formationof terrestrial planets and cores of giant planets by the increased
efficiency of planetesimal accretion due to the presence of gas (Rafikov 2004).

So far, the best studied debris disk is that of� Pictoris, a nearby (19.3� 0.2 pc, Crifo et al. 1997), A5V star. The dust
component of the disk has been extensively studied since it revealed itself as infrared excess in the stellar spectrum (Aumann et
al. 1985). The favorable edge-on orientation has allowed direct imaging in thermal emission (Lagage & Pantin 1994), as well
as in scattered light (Smith & Terrile 1984, Heap et al. 2000), indicating a disk size� 1 000 AU. The gas component has been
more elusive. Freudling et al. (1995) set a 3� upper limit on the column density of H I,NHI � 1019 g cm−2, by non-detection
of the 21 cm line, while Thi et al. (2001) and Lecavelier des Etangs et al. (2001) searched for signatures of H2 in the IR and
UV, respectively, obtaining discrepant results: 50 M� in the first case (corresponding to NH2 � 3� 1021 cm−2), and an upper
limit NH2 � 1018 cm−2 (� 0.1 M� ) in the second. Metallic elements have been detected through stable and variable circumstellar
lines (Hobbs et al. 1985; Ferlet et al. 1987). The variable, redshifted lines have been attributed to falling evaporating bodies
(FEBs) in highly eccentric orbits (Ferlet et al. 1987), whereas the stable component has no well established explanation for its
origin. Lagrange et al. (1998) proposed three possible gas formation scenarios: stellar wind, star-grazing comet evaporation, and
dust grain evaporation near the star. Recent improvements in the gas characterization include spatially resolved emission lines
from stable metallic species, which revealed them to be consistent with Keplerian rotation (Olofsson et al. 2001), and spatially
extended out to at least 300 AU from the star (Brandeker et al.2004).

It was realized early on (e.g., Beust et al. 1989) that certain elements in the gas disk of� Pic should be subject to a very strong
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radiation force from the star, overcoming gravitational attraction. However, besides Keplerian rotation, stable lines do not show
any substantial radial velocities relative to the star (e.g., Lagrange et al. 1998, Brandeker et al. 2004). This impliesthe presence
of a braking mechanism acting in the disk.

The first model of how gas might be braked and produce the stable absorption lines was presented by Lagrange et al. (1998).
They proposed a scenario in which gas is injected into the disk due to FEBs. Since neutral hydrogen is not affected by the stellar
radiation force, it would accumulate in the region of gas generation, in the form of an annulus located a few AU from the star. The
elements affected by radiation force would then be slowed down temporarily in this annular region, producing the observed stable
absorption features. After passing this hydrogen-rich region, elements would then be accelerated again, leaving the system at
high velocities. This model reproduces the stable absorption lines, and is consistent with the FEBs scenario for the variable lines.
However, the fact that elements affected by radiation forcereach high velocities after passage by the annulus, which extends
only out to a few AU from the star, is incompatible with the emission from� 300 AU. Brandeker et al. (2004) calculated the
amount of material necessary to slow down the most strongly accelerated particles to within observational constraintsby means
of neutral-neutral collisions, finding that� 50 M� of hydrogen are needed. According to Thébault & Augereau (2005), there
could be no more than 0.4 M� of gas in the disk, as it would affect the dynamics of the dust to the degree that dust production
models become incompatible with observations.

As an alternative braking mechanism, Brandeker (2004) explored the slowing down of ionized species by a large-scale magnetic
field, concluding that only a toroidal field could remove the radial velocity components of ions. Brandeker (2004) showedthat
unless the field is stronger than� 1 mG at 100 AU, this configuration would be unstable to currents generated by radiation force.
He also raised the question of the origin of such an ad-hoc field geometry.

In this paper we address the braking of the stable metallic gas in the entire� Pic disk. Given the spectral type of the star and the
fact that the disk is optically thin, we expect several gaseous species to be ionized. This prompts us to explore the role of Coulomb
collisions among ionized gas particles, which may be an important braking agent due to the long range of electromagnetic
interactions. We proceed then to explore the interaction ofthis ionized gas with dust grains, which are photoelectrically charged.
Finally, we extend the study of Lagrange et al. (1998) to explore whether ion-neutral collisions are able to brake particles affected
by radiation force far out in the disk, and the amount of neutral gas required to satisfy the observed velocity constraints.

The paper is organized as follows: in §2 we explore the physical conditions of the gas, and the constraints on the possible
braking mechanisms that this imposes. In §3 we study ion-ioncollisions, ion-grain collisions, and revisit ion-neutral interactions.
In §4 we discuss the implications of our results for gas generation and extend it to similar systems. Our conclusions follow in §5.

2. SETTING THE STAGE FOR BRAKING

In this section we explore the physical environment of the gaseous disk. This will enable us to characterize the requirements
the braking mechanisms have to satisfy.

2.1. Radiation Force

The radiation forceFrad acting on a given atom originates by a net momentum transfer due to scattering events,

Frad =
1
c

X

j< k

F�� jk; (1)

wherec is the speed of light,� jk is the cross section for the transition between atomic levels j andk integrated over wavelength,
andF� is the stellar flux per unit wavelength evaluated at the line center. Since the stellar flux decays like the inverse square of
the distance from the source, the ratio� between radiation and gravitational forces is distance-independent:

� �
Frad

Fgrav
=

1
8�c2

r2

GMm

X

j< k

gk

g j

Ak j�
4
jkF�; (2)

where we have expressed� jk in terms of known atomic quantities (e.g., Hilborn 1982). Here,g j andgk are the statistical weights
of levels j andk, Ak j is the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission from level k to j, � jk the wavelength of the corresponding
transition,G is the gravitational constant,M the stellar mass, andm the mass of the atomic species under consideration.

The energy of a particle of massm in a bound orbit with semi-major axisa around an object of massM is Ebind = −GMm=(2a).
When the contribution of radiation is added, the energy of the system increases by an amountErad = �GMm=r, wherer is the
distance to the star at a given point in the orbit. For a circular orbit (r = a), the particle ceases to be bound if� > 0:5. If � < 0:5
the particle remains in a bound orbit, but “feeling" a lower dynamical mass (1−�)M.

Values for� in this system are available in the literature for some elements, but we find it necessary to calculate a set of�

values for as many elements as possible. The low temperatures and densities of the gas in the disk (at distances& few AU from
the star, see §2.2) imply that radiative de-excitations arefaster than either collisions or radiative excitations, thus most atoms are
in the ground state. This impliesj = 0 in equation (2), simplifying calculations considerably. Since we do not expect species to be
more than twice ionized (see §2.2), we study the first three ionization states of elements from H to Ni. The atomic data are taken
from the NIST Atomic Spectra Database version 2.0 (Martin etal. 1999)2. For elements with multiple ground states (e.g., Fe I),
we assume that the population of each level is proportional to its statistical weight (e.g., Lagrange et al. 1996). The uncertainties
in Ak0 range from< 3% for the strongest lines to� 100% for the weakest.

The stellar flux is approximated with a PHOENIX model spectrum (Hauschildt, Allard & Baron 1999) for a star of effective
temperatureTeff = 8000 K and surface gravity logg = 4:2. Given that� Pic is rotating at 130� 4km s−1 (Royer et al. 2002), the

2 http://physics.nist.gov/asd2
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TABLE 1
RADIATION FORCE COEFFICIENTS OBTAINED FROM ROTATIONALLY BROADENED� PIC-LIKE SPECTRUM

Ion �a,b Ion �b Ion �a,b Ion �a,b

H I (1:6� 0:1)10−3 F I 0 S I 0:56� 0:09 V I 72� 4
He I 0 F II (3:5� 0:9)10−6 S II (9:0� 1:0)10−5 V II 4:4� 0:2
He II � � � F III (5:0� 1:0)10−9 S III (2:0� 1:0)10−4 V III 0
Li I 900� 40 Ne I 0 Cl I (2:3� 0:4)10−3 Cr I 93� 5
Li II 0 Ne II 0 Cl II (3:7� 0:4)10−7 Cr II (6:0� 3:0)10−7

Li III � � � Ne III (9:0� 2:0)10−8 Cl III (3:0� 2:0)10−6 Cr III � � �
Be I 62� 7 Na I 360� 20 Ar I (1:7� 0:3)10−6 Mn I 28� 3
Be II 124� 6 Na II 0 Ar II 0 Mn II 7 � 1
Be III 0 Na III 0 Ar III (1:5� 0:2)10−7 Mn III � � �
B I 30� 10 Mg I 74� 8 K I 200� 20 Fe I 27� 2
B II 0:07� 0:04 Mg II 9� 2 K II � � � Fe II 5:0� 0:3
B III 19 � 1 Mg III 0 K III (4 :4� 0:2)10−4 Fe III (3:0� 0:6)10−7

C I (3:3� 0:1)10−2 Al I 53 � 6 Ca I 330� 40 Co I 16� 1
C II (2:3� 0:2)10−3 Al II 0:36� 0:05 Ca II 50� 10 Co II 0
C III (8:5� 0:9)10−6 Al III 12 � 1 Ca III � � � Co III (4:0� 2)10−7

N I (2:1� 0:1)10−4 Si I 6:0� 0:6 Sc I 220� 20 Ni I 26� 2
N II (7:5� 0:5)10−6 Si II 9� 9 Sc II (1:3� 0:4)103 Ni II (7:0� 2:0)10−2

N III (7:0� 1:0)10−6 Si III (5:8� 0:6)10−4 Sc III (9:0� 3:0)10−2 Ni III (3:0� 2:0)10−7

O I (3:3� 0:2)10−4 P I 3:4� 0:6 Ti I 97� 5 pc 4:4� 10−11

O II (3:1� 0:7)10−9 P II (2:2� 0:3)10−3 Ti II 28 � 2 ec 0:27
O III (6:5� 0:6)10−7 P III (5:0� 2:0)10−4 Ti III (5:0� 0:1)10−4 � � � � � �

a� = 0 means that no ground state transitions are known in the range 1 000 Å< � < 50 000 Å
bEmpty entries mean that no atomic data are available
cProton (H II) and electron values are calculated using Thomson cross section

spectral features are significantly broadened. A proper rotation of the spectrum requires detailed resolution of the photospheric
absorption profiles, thus a special version of the model atmosphere was used in this work, which has constant spacing in wave-
length, namely 0.05 Å in the region 1 000–10000 Å, and 0.5 Å in the region 10 000–50000 Å (P. Hauschildt & I. Kamp, private
communication). A rotational broadening of this model spectrum was performed (e.g., Gray 1976), assuming a linear limbdark-
ening law with"= 0:5. This choice adds an uncertainty in the relative flux level at the bottom of photospheric lines ranging
from 2% in the visual to 10% in the UV. The spectrum was then fluxcalibrated using photometric information from the Tycho-2
Catalog (Høg et al. 2000) and the distance to the star. We estimate the error of this flux calibration to be� 4%.

Table 1 shows the results of our calculations for elements from H to Ni. The mass of the star used isM = 1:75 M� (Crifo
et al. 1997). Calculation of uncertainties is explained in Appendix A. The agreement level with previously calculated values is
highly variable. As an example, Lagrange et al. (1996) calculated� values using calibrated HST spectra. Our results agree with
their values for Fe II, Al II and Al III within our uncertainties, but their result for Mg II differs from ours by a factor of 2. We
take the good agreement between their Fe II value and ours as aconsistency check, given the great number of transitions required
to calculate� for this ion. Nevertheless, when looking at our results, it should be kept in mind that they were obtained with a
generic model spectrum, therefore subject to possible systematic deviations from the particular� Pic case.

2.2. Ionization State of the Gas

Since we are interested in relating the dynamics of the gas toelectrostatic interactions, we need to analyze in detail the
ionization state of the gas. Given that the disk is opticallythin, and the densities are low, the ionization state is determined by
photoionization and radiative recombination. The temperature of the gas is below 300 K (Kamp & van Zadelhoff 2001), thus
recombination rates are not very sensitive to the exact value of the temperature, depending most strongly on the electron density.
Given the spectral type of the star (A5V), we expect most elements to be either singly ionized, or neutral.

We thus wrote a simple photoionization code which calculates the densities of neutral and ionized elements from H to Ni
for an optically thin gas disk, with the corresponding electron density, and assuming solar composition. The latter choice is
motivated by observations showing refractory elements having solar abundance relative to each other (Lagrange et al. 1995). The
stellar ionizing radiation is obtained from our rotated andflux-calibrated model spectrum, whereas interstellar background UV
field and and cosmic ray ionization rate (2� 10−17s−1 atom−1) were taken from Weingartner & Draine (2001) and Spitzer (1978),
respectively. Radiative recombination coefficients and photoionization cross sections were taken from the Cloudy C96.01 atomic
data library (Ferland et al. 1998). Recombination of ions ondust grain surfaces, which can be the dominant recombination process
in the interstellar medium, is not included as the dust in thedisk is expected to have ahighly positive charge (Appendix B), in
contrast to the negatively charged grains of the interstellar medium.

At low temperatures the chemistry of the gas is not affected significantly if one setsTgas= Tdust (Kamp & van Zadelhoff 2001),
whereTgas is the gas temperature andTdust is the dust temperature. We thus adopt a temperature profile corresponding to grains
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FIG. 1.— Plotted against cylindrical radius� are: average midplane dust temperatureT (eq. 4, right axis), which we take to be the same as the local
gas temperature; and midplane number densities (left axis)of electrons and selected species. Na I is obtained from observations (Brandeker et al. 2004), the
remaining species are obtained from our photoionization code. C is partially ionized (� 50%) throughout the disk (and the main contributor of electrons), while
Na and Fe are almost completely ionized.

of sizea (e.g., Kamp & van Zadelhoff 2001)

Ta = 282:5

�
L

L�

� 1=5� AU
r

� 2=5�
�m
a

�1=5
K; (3)

whereL is the stellar luminosity (11 L� for � Pic), andr is the distance to the star. To eliminate the dependence on grain size, we
take a mean temperature weighted by grain surface area and size distribution

T 4
gas= hT 4

a i=

R
T 4

a a2dna
R

a2dna
: (4)

We adoptdna/ a−3:5 and perform the integral over the rangeamin < a < amax, with amin = 1�m andamax = 1 km. The chosen size
distribution implies that the total grain surface area, andtherefore our weighted temperature, is dominated by valuescorrespond-
ing to the smallest grains, being insensitive to the choice of amax. The resulting temperature profile in the disk midplane is shown
in Figure 1 (right axis).

The observational constraint on the gas density comes from the fit to Na I emission (Brandeker et al. 2004), which has the form

nNa I(�;z) = 10−5

"�
�

�0

� 0:94

+
�
�

�0

� 6:32
#−1=2

exp

"

−
�

z

0:17�

� 2
#

cm−3
; (5)

where� is the distance to the star in the disk midplane,z the height above the midplane (r2 = �2 + z2), and�0 = 117 AU. The Na I
profile in the disk midplane is shown in Figure 1, scaled by a factor 105. Our photoionization code numerically solved for the
densities of neutral and ionized species that are consistent with this Na I profile, the temperature profile of equation (4), and our
assumption of solar composition. The sensitivity of our results to the adopted temperature profile is discussed in §4.1.

Our results show that H, He, N, O, F, Ne, and Ar, if present, arealmost completely neutral, their marginal ionization (� 10−6)
being determined by interstellar UV flux and cosmic rays. This group is unaffected by radiation force in its neutral phase. The
elements C, Cl, Be, P, and S are partially ionized, with ionization fractions ranging from� 50% for carbon to& 95% for beryllium.
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TABLE 2
VELOCITIES BEFORE IONIZATION FOR NEUTRAL

SPECIES WITH� > 0:5

Element �star
a vion

b nI=nII+
c

(s−1) (km s−1)

Li I 9:0� 10−6 0:11 4:4� 10−6

Be I 1:1� 10−9 58 4:4� 10−2

B I 7:5� 10−8 0:41 6:1� 10−4

Na Id 1:1� 10−7 3:3 3:2� 10−4

Mg I 6:8� 10−8 1:1 6:4� 10−4

Al I 1:1� 10−4 5:0� 10−4 8:5� 10−7

Si I 3:9� 10−7 0:02 1:3� 10−4

P I 4:0� 10−10 8:7 1:5� 10−1

S I 4:0� 10−10 1:5 6:4� 10−2

K I 4:4� 10−7 0:5 1:5� 10−4

Ca I 1:3� 10−5 0:03 3:5� 10−6

Sc I 6:4� 10−8 3:5 7:0� 10−4

Ti I 1:5� 10−7 0:6 3:0� 10−4

V I 4:0� 10−7 0:2 1:2� 10−4

Cr I 1:0� 10−7 0:9 4:8� 10−4

Mn I 6:8� 10−8 0:4 7:6� 10−4

Fe Id 5:8� 10−8 0:5 9:0� 10−4

Co I 2:0� 10−8 0:8 2:9� 10−3

Ni Id 1:0� 10−7 0:3 4:8� 10−4

aStellar ionization rate at 100 AU from the star.
bTerminal velocity before ionization,independent of

distance.
cRatio of neutral (I) to ionized phase (II or higher) at

r = 100 AU in the disk midplane.
dSpecies with measured radial velocity by Brandeker

et al. (2004) [see §2.2 for values and uncertainties]

Inside� 50 AU the stellar ionization dominates, whereas UV background takes over at larger distances. While neutral carbon,
chlorine, and sulfur feel little or no radiation pressure, the neutral phases of phosphorus and beryllium are accelerated. The
potential of these species to trace the velocity of neutralswill be discussed below. The remaining species (including Na) are
ionized to fractions& 99.9%. Electron densities in the disk midplane are shown in Figure 1, together with density profiles of C II
and Fe II, which are the most abundant species by mass in the partially-, and heavily-ionized group.

The group with ionization& 99.9% contains all species affected strongly by radiation force. This is crucial for explaining
the dynamics of the gas. From Table 1 we see that for most of these species, the highest� corresponds to the neutral phase
(exceptions being Be and Sc), which has a very short lifetimecompared to that of the ionized phase. Once ionized, elements
feel a lower radiation force and can undergo Coulomb interactions with other charged particles and lose the excess momentum
acquired from photons (§3.1).

A quantity of relevance is the velocity boost a neutral particle acquires before being ionized,vion. In the optically thin case, the
ratio between the number per unit time of scattering photonsto that of ionizing stellar photons depends only on the shapeof the
stellar spectrum, beingindependent of the distance to the star. The number of ionizing stellar photons hitting an atom per unit
time is the stellar ionization rate

�� =
Z

1

0

F�

(hc=�)
�iond�; (6)

where�ion is the ionization cross section, the ionization time (or lifetime as neutral) being the inverse of��. The velocity boost
before ionization is then

vion ’ �
GM

r2

1
��

; (7)

where�� is evaluated at distancer from the star. Table 2 shows the results for elements with� > 0:5, for which the ionization rate
due to interstellar UV is negligible relative to��. The most relevant feature is that, with the exception of Be Iand P I, all neutrals
feeling radiation force achieve velocities below 3.5 km s−1 before being ionized. Since the acceleration in the neutralphase is
nearly constant, the mean radial velocity isvion=2, provided no braking mechanism acts on particles in the neutral phase. This is
consistent with observed values for neutrals:vNa I = 1:2� 0:3 km s−1, vFe I = 0� 0:3 km s−1, andvNi I = 0:4� 0:4 km s−1(Brandeker
et al. 2004). Hence, as long as ionized particles are effectively braked, there is no need to find a braking mechanism for high-�
neutrals. Observed radial velocities of Be I and P I would be able to test these predictions. Unfortunately, their strongest ground
state transitions are in the UV, which requires observations from space. The expected line equivalent widths, derived using our
ionization model, would be 10 mÅ for P I�1774, while Be I�2350 would be hardly detectable at 3�Å.
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3. BRAKING THE IONIC FLUID

We have established in the last section that the braking of neutral species is not required, only ions need to be slowed down.
This changes the nature of the puzzle and makes it solvable. In this section we explore collisional processes involving electrostatic
interactions that can account for the braking of ionized particles. From simple dynamical considerations it is clear that any braking
medium needs to satisfy two requirements. First, ahigh collision frequency with ions, so that momentum can be effectively
exchanged with particles accelerated by radiation. Second, the medium must provide ahigh inertia, so that it is not dragged
along. We thus focus on three processes likely to operate in the disk: ion-ion, ion-dust, and ion-neutral collisions.

3.1. Collisions between Ions

The fact that all the species affected by radiation pressureare highly ionized prompted us to explore first the role of Coulomb
collisions among them. For treating the problem, we assume that magnetic fields are weak enough in the regions of interest,
� 100 AU from the star, so that the dynamics of charged particles is not influenced by them. Otherwise, complicated MHD
effects may come into play. The statistical treatment of collisions among charged particles was studied by Spitzer (1956), based
on results of Chandrasekhar (1941, 1943) for gravitationalinteractions. In Spitzer’s framework, particles are categorized astest
andfield particles, the former having an initial velocity relative to the center of mass of the latter. Field particles are assumed
to follow a Maxwellian velocity distribution. Braking of test particles is then characterized by the time it takes for the beam of
test particles to diffuse in velocity space. This time corresponds todynamical friction in the gravitational case, and is given by
Spitzer (1956) as

tS(t;f) =
m2

t (kBTf)v
8�nfZ

2
f Z2

t e4(mt + mf)H(�) ln�
; (8)

where the subscripts t and f correspond to test and field particles, respectively. Here,v is the velocity of test particles relative
to the center of mass of field particles,m is the mass of individual particles,n is the number density,Z is the charge in units of
the electron chargee (throughout this work we assumeZt = Zf = 1 for ions),Tf is the temperature of the field particles, andkB is
Boltzmann’s constant. The quantities� and� are defined by

� =
v

cth;f
(9)

cth;f =

r
2kBTf

mf
(10)

� =
�D

bmin
=

3
2ZfZte3

�
k3

BT 3
e

�ne

� 1=2

; (11)

wherecth;f is the thermal velocity of field particles,�D is the electron Debye screening length,bmin is the minimum impact pa-
rameter for Coulomb collisions, andTe is the electron temperature. In this context, electrons andions are sufficiently thermalized
to allow settingTe = Tf. The ln� factor accounts for the many weak scatterings out to distance�D. The functionsH and� are
given by3

H(�) =
� (�) −��0(�)

2�2
(12)

� (�) =
2
p
�

Z �

0
e−u2

du: (13)

Two related questions are considered here. First, for a newly ionized particle with speedvion, how long does it take to equalize
its speed with the rest of the ions? Second, are high-� ions dynamically coupled to low-� ions?

The first question can be answered by evaluatingtS with the relative velocityv = vion, wherevion is the velocity of neutral
particles just before ionization, shown in Table 2. The resulting tS in the disk midplane is shown in Figure 2 in units of the local
Keplerian orbital period. It takes a very short amount of time for most newly ionized particles to be equalized with the ionic sea
through Coulomb collisions, except for the element Be. A prediction is therefore that Be will be preferentially lost from the disk.

To address the second question, we express the timescale to radiatively accelerate a test ion as

tacc=
mtv�

Frad
=

r2v�

(�t − 1)GM
; (14)

wherev� is the radial velocity relative to the star, and�t > 1 is the test particle radiation force coefficient. IftS � tacc, any excess
momentum acquired by species that feel the radiation force will be transferred to the field particles as a result of many random
collisions, the ions thus being dynamically coupled despite their different� values. Notice that the ratiotS=tacc does not depend
on v except through the functionH(� = v=cth;f), which reaches a maximum when� ’ 1. In Figure 3, we plot the ratiotS=tD as a
function of the disk cylindrical coordinates� andz, taking� = 1, with C II as field particles and Fe II as test particles4. The species

3 In (Spitzer 1956) the function in equation (12) is calledG, but we rename itH to avoid confusion with the gravitational constant.
4 When� � 1 or� � 1, tS can become longer thattacc. In the former case, ions may drift relative to each other, but with a speed orders of magnitude below

the local sound speed.
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particles just before ionization, shown in Table 2. We adoptC II as field particles, but the results remain similar if other field particles are used.

chosen are representative as they are the most abundant (in number and mass) within groups that feel or do not feel radiation
force (�C II � 0 and�Fe II � 5, respectively).

Of particular interest is the coupling of ions at high altitudes over the midplane. Brandeker et al. (2004) detected Ca IIemission
being consistent with Keplerian orbits even at a height ofz � 80 AU (� � 120 AU). In that zone we havetS=tacc� 0:05 forv = cth;f ,
i.e., ions are still coupled there. The effect of radiation force on the coupled ensemble of ions can be quantified by an effective
radiation force coefficient

�eff =

P

j Frad;j
P

j Fgrav;j
=

P

j� j%j
P

j%j

; (15)

whereFrad;j andFgrav;j are the radiative and gravitational forces acting on species j within a fluid element,� j is the radiation
pressure coefficient for speciesj, and%j is the mass density of speciesj. Thus�eff is a weighted average of the values for each
particle, the weight being the mass density of each species.If �eff < 0:5, ions brake by themselves. Since ions outweight electrons
by a factor> 2000, and there is one electron per ion, we neglect the electrons in the estimate of�eff and assume that they are
dragged along the ion fluid, preserving charge neutrality.

For solar composition, the most abundant ions by mass are, indecreasing order, C(� � 0), Fe(5), Si(9), Mg(9), S(0), Ni(0)
and Ca(50). These particles dominate the value of�eff, with carbon and iron being the relevant species. If all of them were
100% ionized, we would have�eff � 3:5, but since the ionization fraction of C II varies with distance from the star, the actual
value of�eff is higher (by a factor 2 at most) and has a weak dependence on position. In Figure 4 we plot�eff averaged over all
ionized species as a function of disk cylindrical coordinates� andz. A straightforward way of braking the gas is by invoking an
enhancement in the carbon abundance by a factor� 10. Observations of circumstellar absorption lines from C Iand C II by FUSE,
reported recently by Roberge et al. (2005), seem to indicatethat carbon may indeed be over-abundant by this factor. Whether the
gas is produced at this abundance or has evolved to it is, however, not clear at the moment. In the following sections we proceed
to explore additional braking mechanisms that act independently of the relative abundance pattern of the gas.

3.2. Collisions with Charged Dust

Dust grains immersed in a plasma acquire a non-zero charge (Spitzer 1941), a phenomenon observed in the interstellar medium
(ISM) and the solar system (e.g., Mendis & Rosenberg 1994, Horányi 1996). We therefore expect grains in the� Pic system to
be charged as well. This might contribute to slow down the ionfluid by enhancing the ion-grain collision frequency relative to
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FIG. 3.— Contours of the ratio between the ion slow-down timescale and the radiative acceleration timescale (equations 8 and 14) in the� Pic disk (� andz
are disk cylindrical coordinates). As an example, we adopt CII as field particles and Fe II as test particles with injection velocity v = cth;f (� = 1). In regions of
the disk where metallic gas has been observed, the ion slow-down time is orders of magnitude shorter than the radiative acceleration time, indicating that ions are
dynamically coupled to a single fluid. Results are similar when we adopt other elements as field particles.

the case where grains are neutral. The mass in dust grains is expected to be larger than that of ionized particles, satisfying the
requirement of high inertia. We therefore focus on the requirement of high collision frequency, which depends on the potential
to which grains are charged to.

The relative importance of different grain charging mechanisms is determined by environment conditions (e.g., Mendis&
Rosenberg 1994). In all cases, an equilibrium electrostatic potential is reached by balancing positive and negative currents. Given
the spectral type of� Pic, and the fact that the disk is optically thin, the dominant source of positive charge is the ejection of
photoelectrons by stellar UV radiation, while negative charge is provided by the collection of thermal electrons. The contribution
of thermal ions and secondary electrons is negligible. As detailed in Appendix B, we solve for the equilibrium potentialof grains
in the � Pic disk given our model spectrum, temperature profile, and electron density (§§2.1 & 2.2). Due to the exponential
fall-off of photon flux in the UV wavelengths, the potential depends weakly (in fact, logarithmically) on all variables except for
the work functionW of the grain (eq. B9). More detailed calculations yield thatsilicate dust (W = 8 eV, Weingartner & Draine
2001) is charged to a positive potentiale� � 0:2 eV, while carbonaceous grains (W = 4:4 eV, Weingartner & Draine 2001) achieve
a much higher potentiale� � 2:5 eV, both values being fairly insensitive to the environment factors. High value for the latter
group results from the fact that stellar photons with energy> 4:4 eV are much more numerous than those above 8 eV. In any case,
both potentials are much higher than� kBT � 10−3 eV, the typical potential achieved when only thermal collection currents are
included. Figure 5 shows the potential of silicates and carbonaceous grains normalized bykBT , as a function of disk cylindrical
coordinates. The contribution of the ejected photoelectrons to the ambient electron density is negligible, hence we did not couple
grain charging with the ionization balance calculation.

Each dust grain is orders of magnitude more massive than a single ion, therefore grains can be considered to be immobile in
space. As shown in §3.1, ions feel radiation force as an ensemble. They move with a velocityv relative to the grains, with an
internal velocity dispersioncth (equation 10). In a frame in which the center of mass of ions isat rest, dust grains drift with
velocity−v. This relative motion is dissipated in a dynamical frictiontimescale (equation 8), with dust grains and ions as test and
field particles, respectively. Since the frictional force felt by ions is equal and opposite to that felt by dust grains, the timescale
for slowing down ions in the stellar frame is given by

tid =
%ion

%dust
tS(dust;ion) =

mionkBT v

8�ndustZ
2
dustZ

2
ione4H(�) ln�

; (16)
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where%dust is the volume density of dust grains,%ion is that of ions, and the limitmt � mf was used in equation (8). The grain
charge enters equation (16) throughZdust. The dynamical friction timescale (equation 8) takes only into account the effect of
distant encounters, i.e., impact parameters much larger than the grain size, under the assumption that the cumulative effect of
these collisions outweights that of close encounters (including impactive ones) in determining the drag force (Spitzer 1956).
Also, this expression does not include collective effects among ions (e.g., Northrop & Birmingham 1990). Both these effects
are negligible for the following reasons. First, impact parameters are of orderb � Zduste

2=(kBT ), thus most collisions are within
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the drift velocity that ions reach in a timetid (equation 16).

the rangea � b � �D, wherea is the grain size and�D is the Debye screening length (consequently, we usebmin = a ’ 1�m
in equation 11). Second, we have!pa=cth � 10−3, where!p = (4�nee

2=me)1=2 is the electron plasma frequency, thus collective
effects are not likely to contribute significantly to the drag force.

Under these assumptions, the equation of motion of a representative ion is given by

mion
dv

dt
= (�eff − 1)

GMmion

r2
−

mionv

tid

= (�eff − 1)
GMmion

r2

�
K − H(�)

K

�

; (17)

where

K =
(�eff − 1)GMmionkBT

8�r2ndustZ
2
dustZ

2
ione4 ln�

: (18)

The functionH(�) is always positive, with a single maximumHmax� 0:2 at� � 1, and asymptotic limitsH(�) � 2�=(3�1=2) for
� � 1, andH(�) � 1=(2�2) for � � 1. Therefore, ifK > Hmax, no braking is possible, since the net force acting on an ion is
always positive. In this case, asv increases, the relative contribution of the drag force decreases as 1=v2, leading to a runaway
solution. If K < Hmax, there exist two equilibrium velocities for which the net force on the ion vanishes, as shown in Figure 6.
We denote them asvmax andvdrift (vmax> vdrift). Ions with initial velocitiesvdrift < v < vmax will feel a drag force until they move
with the velocityvdrift relative to the dust, while those with initialv > vmax will be accelerated outward without bound. These
behaviors reflect the nature of charged dust braking.

We then calculate the value ofK for the� Pic dust disk, takingmion = mFe, Zion = 1, andZduste
2=a = e�. The termndusta

2 is
understood to be summed over all grain sizes. As this term also appears in the dust optical cross section, its value can be obtained
from fits to scattered and thermal emission (Artymowicz et al. 1989). In the present work we use an updated fitting formula for the
dust profile, which assumes a constant grain albedo 0.5, and is based on HST observations of Heap et al. (2000) (P. Artymowicz,
private communication):

�ha2indust=
�0

W

"�
�

�0

� −4

+
�
�

�0

� 6
#−1=2

exp

�

−
� z

W

�0:7
�

; (19)
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FIG. 7.— ConstantK normalized by the maximum value of functionH (equation 17) for 100% silicate (left) and 100% carbonaceous grains (right). Braking by
charged dust requiresK=Hmax < 1. While silicate grains are incapable of braking the ions, carbonaceous grains attain enough charge to exert a significant drag
force and are thus an effective braking agent.

with �0 = 120 AU, W = 6:6(�=�0)0:75 AU, and �0 = 2� 10−3. The dust cross section (or differential optical depth) peaks at
� 120 AU, with an outward drop-off and an inner clearing region.

The resulting value ofK as a function of disk cylindrical coordinates is shown in Figure 7 for 100% silicate (left) and 100%
carbonaceous grains (right), normalized byHmax. It can be seen immediately that silicates do not attain enough charge to make
their interaction with ions significant. On the other hand, carbonaceous grains attain a much greater Coulomb cross section.
Braking is most effective in the mid-plane region where dustdensity is the highest, the efficiency decreasing with increasing
altitude above the midplane. However, at very high altitudes (z � 80 AU and� � 100 AU, roughly at the location where Ca II
emission is detected), somewhat anti-intuitively, dust braking becomes effective again. This is explained by Figure 5, which shows
increasing grain potential as altitude rises, a fact that isin turn explained by the exponentially decreasing electrondensity with
altitude. If the disk is made of 100% cabonaceous grains, ions will be slowed down to velocities compatible with observational
constraints, except very near the star (� � 50 AU) where the dust density is too low. Figure 8 shows the corresponding values of
vdrift andvmax for 100% carbonaceous grains.

Are dust grains expected to have a significant fraction of carbon? The answers seem to depend on the environment in which
grains are found. For ISM grains, Weingartner & Draine (2001) deduced a combination of carbon and silicates, with carbon
taking up� 35% by volume, largely what one expects out of solar composition. Chondritic meteorites have only a few percent of
carbon by volume, while most interplanetary dust particlescollected in the Earth stratosphere are much more carbon rich, with
> 50% of carbon in some cases (Keller et al. 1994). Similar enrichment is found in comet Halley. It is thought that chondrites are
relatively poor in volatiles because they have undergone some processing and are less primitive. Three pieces of work on� Pic
may hold some clues to this question: albedo calculations (Artymowicz et al. 1989) suggest that dust in the outer disk is likely
comprised of bright silicates (or ices) darkened by only a small amount (< 1%) of carbon materials;5 silicate emission features
are detected in the inner� Pic disk (< 20 AU, Weinberger et al. 2003), though absent from the outer part; and a super-solar
abundance for carbon in the gas phase is indicated by a UV absorption study (Roberge et al. 2005).

What are the constraints one can impose on the relative abundance of carbonaceous grains if they are solely responsible for
braking the metallic gas? Braking requiresK=Hmax< 1 whereK=Hmax/ 1=ndust. From Figure 7, we haveK=Hmax� 0:1 near the
midplane region (z � 10 AU) outside� > 100 AU for the case of 100% carbonaceous grains. So for this region, a carbon fraction
� 10% is sufficient for braking. This fraction rises with altitude, inversely proportional toK=Hmax. We recall again that the dust
density profile is still very uncertain, therefore these numbers should be taken as a very rough estimate.

3.3. Collisions with Neutral Gas

Collisions between neutral and ionized species have previously been investigated as a braking mechanism in the� Pic system
(e.g., Beust et al. 1989; Lagrange et al. 1998). The dipole moment that ions induce on neutrals enhances the collision cross section
relative to the neutral-neutral value (e.g., Beust et al. 1989). Previous studies, using neutral-neutral collisions and � values for
neutral species, have estimated that� 50 M� of neutral gas are required to slow down elements affected byradiation force to
within observational constraints (Brandeker et al. 2004).Here we perform a new estimate on the required mass to accountfor
observations, using the fact that ions are dynamically coupled and are the only species feeling the radiation force.

Assuming that each ion-neutral collision absorbsmnvi momentum from ions, wheremn is the mass of neutral particles andvi
is the velocity of ions, the drag force exerted on an ion by neutrals is given by (e.g., Beust et al. 1989)

Fdrag = −%n��v; (20)

where, again, the subscripts i and n refer to ions (test) and neutral (field) particles, respectively,v is the relative velocity between

5 However, this result is based on a spatially unresolved SED.Revisiting the problem using resolved images (Heap et al. 2000) may yield new insights.
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FIG. 8.— Drift velocity vdrift (left) and maximum velocity for brakingvmax (right) for 100% carbonaceous grains, as a function of disk cylindrical coordinates.
The value ofvdrift falls below observational limits (� 1 km s−1) in the majority of the disk.

the species, and� is given by

� =

s

4�nZie2

mn
; (21)

where�n is the polarizability of neutral particles. Values of�n for several neutral atoms and molecules are shown in Table 3.
The equation of motion for a representative ion is then

mi
dv

dt
= (�eff − 1)

GMmi

r2
−%n��v: (22)

This has a single stable equilibrium solution when

v = vdrift =
(�eff − 1)GMmi

��%nr2
: (23)

Assuming that during the timetdrag it takes to slow down the ion, the distance it travels is much less than the distance to the star
(vdrifttdrag� r), the time dependent solution to (22) is given by (Liseau 2003)

v(t) � vdrift + (v0 − vdrift)exp
�
−t=tdrag

�
; (24)

wherev0 is the initial relative velocity between the incident ion and the neutral gas, and

tdrag =
mi

��%n
(25)

is the characteristic timescale for momentum damping due toion-neutral collisions.
Requiring a fixed drift velocity everywhere in the disk and integrating the required mass density (from equation 23) overa disk

with vertical scale heightH, we obtain a minimum mass for braking

Mmin =
4GMmi

�vdrift

Z H

0

Z �max

�min

(�eff − 1)
r2

�d�dz

= 3� 10−2 M�

�
mn

mH

� 1=2�
�HI

�n

� 1=2�
mi

mFe

�  

0:1 km s−1

vdrift

!

(26)

where for numerical evaluation we have takenH = 100 AU,�min = 10 AU, and�max = 1000 AU. This result is much lower than
previous estimates, for two reasons. First, since we are braking the ion ensemble, we have�eff � 5, as opposed to individual
species with� � 300 (Na I, Ca I), requiring therefore less neutral material.Second, as only ions need to be braked, the collision
frequency is enhanced relative to the neutral-neutral casedue to induced dipole moment on the neutrals, the increase being of
the same order as the reduction in the� value, further reducing the amount of braking material required to satisfy observational
constraints. However, we note that since equation (26) assumes a constant drift velocity everywhere in the disk, the implied
density profile%n / 1=r2 is unrealistic. Thus the value in equation (26) should be taken as a lower limit only.

Enforcing solar abundances everywhere in the disk, we can calculate the drift velocity using the density profile of §2.2,which
implies a total disk mass of 0.1 M� . Figure 9 shows the value ofvdrift as a function of disk cylindrical coordinates, assuming
Fe II as test particles and H I as field particles. In most of thedisk, this drift velocity is well below the observational constraints
of Brandeker et al. (2004). However, in the zone corresponding to high-altitude Ca II emission (� � 120 AU, z � 80 AU) we
havevdrift � 26 km s−1, a factor 100 above what is observed. This discrepancy has two possible explanations: either our hydrogen
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TABLE 3
POLARIZABILITIES FOR NEUTRAL ATOMS AND

MOLECULES

Substance �n �n=mn

(10−24 cm3) (10−24 cm3 mol g−1)

Experimentala

H2 0:787 0:390
H2O 1:501 0:083
He 0:208 0:052
CO 1:953 0:070

Calculatedb

H 0:693 0:686
C 1:755 0:146
N 1:046 0:075
O 0:678 0:042

aJohnson (2005)
bCalculated using density functional B3LYP and

basis set aug-cc-pVDZ (Johnson 2005)
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FIG. 9.— Magnitude of equilibrium drift velocity obtained by using the hydrogen density profile of §2.2 (for solar composition) and equation (23). This
corresponds to a total gas mass of 0.1 M� . While metallic gas in the midplane region will drift slowly, satisfying observational constraints, the high-altitude
regions where Ca II has been detected (� � 120 AU andz � 80 AU) is flowing outwards too fast.

profile falls off too steeply with height (due to, e.g., a wrong temperature), and/or the solar abundance assumption is not valid.
The low temperatures in the outer regions of the� Pic disk allow for the existence of molecules (e.g., Kamp & van Zadelhoff
2001). A possible candidate for a braking medium could thus be water vapor sputtered from icy dust grains, which certainly
does not need to follow solar abundance relative to the metallic gas. However, any braking medium other than hydrogen would
require a higher total mass for a given drift velocity, sincethis element has the highest�n=mn ratio and thus highest�, as shown
in Table 3. H2O, for instance, would need to be� 3 times more massive to achieve the drift velocities in Figure 9.
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Finally, we address the inertia requirement. Since the dragforce on the ions is equal and opposite to the force exerted bythe
ions on the neutral gas, the requirement that the gravitational force on the latter is much larger than the force from the ions means
(�eff −1)%i � %n, or�effMions� Mmin. Using the results of §2.2, we obtainMions� 8� 10−4 M� , orMmin � 40Mions� 10�effMions,
therefore the requirement of high inertia is satisfied even by the lower limit of equation (26). As mentioned before, any braking
medium which follows a physical density profile is likely to have a mass higher thanMmin.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Sensitivity to Gas Temperature

Our above results are obtained by assuming a thermal equilibrium between gas and dust. How reasonable is this and how
sensitive are our results to this assumption?

Kamp & van Zadelhoff (2001) made a thorough study of the gas temperature in the� Pic disk, taking into account relevant
heating and cooling mechanisms. They were able to set an upper limit � 300 K for a solar composition gas, the major uncertainty
being the unknown relative drift velocity between dust grains and gas particles, which they argue to be the dominant heating
mechanism. Our study indicates that the gas disk can be significantly depleted in hydrogen relative to solar abundance. One
naively expects that the gas will be cooler than the above upper limit, as cooling is dominated by line emissions from carbon and
oxygen. This needs to be confirmed.

The observed gas disk has a finite thickness,h=r � 0.2 at 100 AU (Brandeker et al. 2004). Assuming that this has athermal
origin (as opposed to a dynamical origin), and adopting a constanth=r ratio for the whole disk, we obtain a temperature profile

T � 9� 104 K

�
m

mC

��
h=r

0:2

� 2 � AU
r

�

; (27)

wherem is the mean mass of a gas particle, andmC that of a carbon atom. This yieldsT = 900 K atr = 100 AU, much hotter than
theT = 60 K value in theTgas= Tdust approximation, and lies well above the upper limit of Kamp & van Zadelhoff (2001). This is
puzzling and deserves further study.

Even adopting such a seemingly extreme temperature profile,we find that many of our conclusions remain unchanged. To
reproduce the observed Na I density profile, the electron density at 100 AU rises slightly fromne = 3:7 cm−3 to ne = 5 cm−3. The
ionization balance depends on temperature weakly through the radiative recombination coefficients.6 As a result, carbon, being
intermediately ionized, is the only element that sees its ionization fraction changed significantly (rises from� 50% to 80− 90%).
This leads to a small decrease in the value of�eff (more C II ions which do not see radiation pressure). The ratio tS=tacc, relevant
for ion coupling, increases by about an order of magnitude: the linear dependence onkBT in the numerator of equation (8) is
softened by the increase in the ionized particles (mostly C II) and the slow increase of ln� . Thus, coupling of ions remains
efficient. The grain charge is mildly increased, as electroncapture into grains is less efficient. However, the higher impact
velocity increases the ratioK=Hmax by a factor between 3 to 5. Dust braking becomes less effective, although carbonaceous dust
remains capable of braking gas in the mid-plane. Braking by neutral gas is little affected by changes in temperature, with a weak
indirect dependence via�eff.

4.2. Gas Origin and Lifetime

If either ion-grain or ion-neutral collisions are ultimately responsible for the slowing down of ions in the� Pic system, there
is a finite drift velocity to which particles are slowed down.An estimate of the lifetime of the metallic gas can be obtained by
calculating the time it takes for a single gas particle to travel the size of the diskR at a speedvdrift . For charged dust, assuming a
100% carbonaceous dust disk, we have

tlife � 2� 105
�

mion

mFe

� 1=2� 60 K
T

� 1=2� 0:1
K=Hmax

��
R

300 AU

�

yr; (28)

whereas for ion-neutral collisions we have

tlife � 1:4� 104
�

mH

mf

� 1=2�
�f

�H

� 1=2�
mFe

mt

��
R

300 AU

��
Mmin

3� 10−2 M�

�

yr: (29)

One key question, important for constraints on gas evolution, is where the observed gas originates. Clues may be found inthe
observational evidence:

(a) The metals observed in absorption followapproximately solar abundance (Lagrange et al. 1995).

(b) There is a strong upper limit on the H2 column density in the disk from FUSE observations (Lecavelier des Etangs et al.
2001) that corresponds to a disk mass� 0.1 M� .

(c) The metallic gas spatial distribution is very similar tothat of the dust (Olofsson et al. 2001; Brandeker et al. 2004).

(d) The metals observed in absorption and emission are closeto rest relative to the star (Lagrange et al. 1998; Brandekeret al.
2004).

6 Given the low gas densities, collisional ionization, charge exchange recombinations and dielectronic recombinationare irrelevant for the ionization balance.
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As to the origin of the observed metallic gas, we see three different possibilities:

1. The gas could be primordial, that is, a remnant from the initial cloud out of which the star formed. Equation (29) then
implies a gas mass of 30 M� to prevent the ions from leaving the system on a timescale shorter than the lifetime of the
system,tage� 107 yr (Zuckerman et al. 2001). If the disk gas consists predominantly of hydrogen, then it would be in
disagreement with (b). There remains the possibility that the gas disk is dominated by elements other than H, such as
oxygen or oxygen-bearing molecules, which could have avoided detection. From an evolutionary point of view, however,
it may be hard to justify why there should be such a large reservoir of oxygen left, and little hydrogen. Furthermore, the
recent dynamical modeling of dust behavior in a gaseous diskby Thébault & Augereau (2005) excludes a gas disk more
massive than� 0.4 M� .

2. The gas could be produced by bodies evaporating as they fall into the star, and then blown/diffused out by the radiation
pressure to large distances in the disk (Lagrange et al. 1998). Braking gas could not be produced in such a scenario, since
the gas would then just accumulate close to the release radius near the star. The hypothesis of remnant primordial gas
braking the metallic ions from the inner disk faces a fine-tuning problem: with too little braking gas the metals will leave
too quickly, whereas with too much braking gas the metals would never have reached the outer disk.

The production rate of gas required,_M = Mion=tlife � 10−8−10−9 M� yr−1, is consistent with the production inferred from the
FEB scenario (Lagrange-Henri et al. 1988). According to Thébault et al. (2003), this high evaporation rate is inconsistent
with the structure of the inner dust disk around� Pic. A lower evaporation rate could still be consistent withthe observed
metallic gas density profile, provided that the drift velocity is decreased by the same amount by increasing the braking gas
density. Constraint (b) limits the braking gas increase to afactor. 3.

If charged dust is primarily responsible for the gas braking, then (c) is a natural consequence of this. However, brakingby
dust is unlikely in this case. The main reason is that the gas is initially injected with a velocity� vmax (Figure 8), even in
the favorable case of carbonaceous grains.

3. The gas could be created in grain-grain collisions, in line with the production of small dust grains from minor bodies
(Thébault et al. 2003). The correlation between the dust andgas spatial distribution (c) would be a natural consequenceof
the production mechanism. Braking by dust is possible but not required, since even if the metallic ions are rapidly depleted
initially, the neutral low-� gas is left behind until the appropriate abundance pattern is reached for the ions to self-brake. If
this is the case, then the gas volatiles are predicted to be somewhat enhanced relative to the metals, and at the same time
deficient in H, since grains are expected to contain very little hydrogen.

If grains are able to brake ions, not only would the ions be tracing out the space distribution of smaller grains, they should
also reveal the kinematics of dust. The near-Keplerian profile of metallic ions in the� Pic disk would therefore indicate
that the grains, even at 300 AU, are still orbiting the star, raising the issue of how these grains get to these remote locations,
since radiative blow out is not an option.

In summary, our results indicate that the hypothesis that the observed metallic gas is primordial can be excluded. We cannot
rule out the possibility that the metallic gas is produced byfalling evaporating bodies and then diffused outwards, butthis requires
coincidental circumstances that need a priori justification. We conclude that the gas is most likely produced by grain evaporation
(possibly due to grain-grain collisions) and predict a gas composition where metals are depleted relative to the volatiles, and
where the volatiles have the same relative abundance as in the grains.

4.3. Extension to other systems

Given that several debris disks have been discovered aroundmain sequence stars with different spectral types, we may ask
whether the braking mechanisms we have studied so far are also important in those systems. We can do the simple exercise of
calculating the radiation force coefficients, the ionization state, the value of�eff, and attempt to draw some qualitative conclu-
sions based on what we have learned in the previous sections.Table 4 shows radiation force coefficients and neutral fractions at
r = 100 AU in the midplane, as a function of spectral type, for C,Fe, Si, Mg, S, Ni, Ca, Al, Na, and K. The spectra are high resolu-
tion PHOENIX atmosphere models (P. Hauschildt, private communication) similar to those described in §2.1, flux calibrated and
rotationally broadened according to the following stars: HR 4796A (A0V, 3M� , 55 L� , vsini = 152 km s−1), HD 107146 (G2V,
1 M� , 1 L� , 200 km s−1), TW Hya (K8V, 0.6 M� , 0.1 L� , 5 km s−1), and AU Mic (M1V, 0.5 M� , 0.05 L� , 7 km s−1). The ioniza-
tion state for each case was obtained under the same constraints as the� Pic data (A5V, 1.75 M� , 11 L� , 130 km s−1), which is
shown for comparison.

As expected, while� values decrease with later spectral type, neutral fractions increase. Spectral types G2, K8 and M1 have
radiation force coefficients much smaller than 1, except forNa I and K I. These species are expected to be depleted in stars
around K8, since they are mostly neutral, while still having� > 0:5. Late spectral types also have emission lines arising from
chromospheric activity, which we do not account for in thesecalculations. This might increase the� values for the M1V type,
making Na and K depletion more likely in these systems.

For the A0V case, all species are mostly in the ionized phase,but with higher� values than in� Pic. Using the densities of
ionized species obtained by changing the spectral type to A0V, one obtains�eff � 15 atr = 100 AU. This result should be taken
only as a rough reference, since ionization fractions depend on the densities of different species, which in turn dependon disk
mass and composition.

Also shown are velocities before ionizationvion calculated as in equation (7), which have a physical meaningonly when� > 0:5
(when� < 0:5, the species feels a gravitational attraction weaker by a factor [1−�], but is still bound to the star). Again, Na and
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TABLE 4
RADIATION FORCE, NEUTRAL FRACTIONSa, AND VELOCITIES BEFORE IONIZATION FOR DIFFERENT

SPECTRAL TYPES

Typeb Quantity C Fe Si Mg S Ni Ca Al Na K

A0V �I 3 60 17 200 12 48 580 99 420 200
�II 0.1 21 25 40 0.01 0.5 180 20 0 0

nI=nII+ 0.01 3E-6 2E-7 6E-6 5E-4 5E-6 5E-7 1E-7 4E-5 3E-5
vion [km s−1] 2 5E-3 1E-4 0.04 0.02 6E-3 0.01 2E-4 0.06 0.1

A5V �I 0.03 27 6 74 0.6 26 330 53 360 200
�II 2E-3 5 9 9 9E-5 0.07 53 0.4 0 0

nI=nII+ 0.6 9E-4 1E-4 6E-4 0.06 5E-4 4E-6 9E-7 3E-4 2E-4
vion [km s−1] � � � 0.5 0.02 1 2 0.3 0.03 5E-4 3 0.5

G2V �I 1E-5 0.06 4E-3 0.2 2E-5 0.1 3 0.3 12 26
�II 1E-7 7E-3 0.01 0.06 3E-8 2E-6 0.8 6E-5 0 0

nI=nII+ 0.6 0.9 0.06 2 0.2 2 6E-3 1E-3 0.08 0.03
vion [km s−1] � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 0.2 � � � 17 7

K8V �I 6E-9 4E-3 4E-5 2E-3 3E-8 7E-3 0.2 0.02 3 11
�II 2E-11 2E-4 4E-5 2E-3 2E- 6E-8 0.06 3E-8 0 0

nI=nII+ 0.7 1 0.07 3 0.2 3 0.5 0.1 14 13
vion [km s−1] � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 9E+3 2E+3

M1V �I 7E-10 5E-4 6E-6 4E-4 8E-9 7E-4 0.04 2E-3 0.6 2.1
�II 4E-12 2E-5 7E-6 2E-4 6E-10 2E-8 0.01 3E-9 0 0

nI=nII+ 0.7 1 0.07 3 0.2 3 0.6 0.1 15 20
vion [km s−1] � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 1E+4 2E+3

aNeutral fractions were computed atr = 100 AU in the disk midplane, under the same constraints as the
values determined in §2.2 for� Pic, changing only the spectrum.

bCorresponding to model spectra (see text for details), flux calibrated and rotationally broadened according
to particular cases (see text). No chromospheric emission was included in the model.

K seem to be the problem, being likely decoupled from the restof the ions in the G2 disk, in the same way as Be is decoupled in
� Pic (§2.2). Ions are likely to be very strongly coupled for the A0 case.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Motivated by the apparent contradiction between the strongradiation force acting on the gas in the� Pictoris disk and spatially
resolved observations showing it to be consistent with Keplerian rotation, we have explored different braking mechanisms that
are likely to operate in the disk. We have found that:

a) All species affected strongly by radiation force are heavily ionized. The velocities that the short-lived neutral particles
achieve as a result of radiative acceleration, before becoming ionized, are consistent with observational constraints.

b) Ions are dynamically coupled due to their high Coulomb collision frequency. They feel a single effective radiation force
coefficient�eff. For solar composition, this coefficient is� 5, in which case ions cannot brake by themselves. If carbon is
over-abundant by a factor& 10 on the other hand, the ion fluid may indeed be self-braking.

c) If a significant fraction of the dust in the disk is carbonaceous, the ion ensemble can be slowed down to drift velocities
below the local sound speed by photoelectrically charged dust grains. This fraction is as low as 10% near the midplane and
rises with altitude above the midplane.

d) Ions can also be slowed down by collisions with neutral gas(e.g., H2, H2O). The amount of neutral material required to
satisfy observational constraints on drift velocities is< 1 M� , substantially less than previous estimates. The UV absorption
upper limit onH2 is � 0:1M� (Lecavelier des Etangs et al. 2001).

e) Reasonable assumptions on gas drift velocities imply gaslifetimes of order 104 − 105 yr, much lower than the age of the
system and which require a replenishment mechanism, in analogy with the dust.

The required gas production rate 10−13 M� yr−1 is comparable to the FEB scenario prediction (e.g., Lagrange-Henri et al. 1988),
although we argue that gas is more likely to be produced by local dust grain evaporation. A primordial origin of the gas is ruled
out, since for having a lifetime of� 107 yr it would require a substantial quantity of neutral material, which would have already
been detected.

Further gas observations in this and other systems would be able to test several predictions arising from this work, suchas the
absence of P and Be in� Pic, and the relative importance of ion-grain and ion-neutral collisions for slowing down ions. A more
detailed study of the dust composition would shed light on the feasibility of the dust braking scenario.

We are grateful to Peter Hauschildt and Inga Kamp for making the high-resolution model spectra available to us. We also
thank useful discussions with Norm Murray, Pawel Artymowicz, Chris Matzner, Peter Goldreich, Yuri Levin, René Liseau,
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Per Carlqvist, Hilding Neilson, and Amr El-Zant. Comments by an anonymous referee were helpful for improving this paper.
We acknowledge financial support from NSERC. This work made extensive use of NASA’s Astrophysics Data System.

APPENDIX

UNCERTAINTIES IN THE RADIATION FORCE COEFFICIENTS

The errors in the radiation force coefficients being quoted in Table 1 were calculated using the following expression:
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where�� is the error quoted in Table 1,�i and�Ai0 are the radiation force coefficient and error in Einstein coefficient correspond-
ing to thei-th transition, respectively, (�F=F)limb;i is the fractional error in the stellar flux (at the given transition) due to uncertain
limb darkening used in the rotational broadening of the spectrum, and (�F=F)cal is the fractional uncertainty in the overall flux
calibration. The term (g0=

P
g0) represents the weighted average between different multiplets of ground states, when applicable

(e.g., Fe I), where it is assumed that the population of a multiplet is proportional to its statistical weight.
Values for (�A=A) range from 3% for the stronger transitions, to more than 50%for the weaker ones (Martin et al. 1999).

The factor (�F=F)limb;i was estimated by rotating the atmosphere model with limb darkening coefficients"= f0;0:5;1g and
calculating the fractional deviation, as a function of wavelength, relative to the"= 0:5 case. As mentioned in the main text, the
error (�F=F)cal was estimated to be 4%, although systematic deviations may arise between the generic model spectrum and the
particular� Pic case.

GRAIN CHARGING IN THE� PIC DISK

The relative importance of different grain charging mechanisms is determined by four parameters: the dust grain sizea, the
Debye screening length�D of electrons, the mean intergrain separationn

−1=3
d , and the UV flux incident on the system (Mendis

& Rosenberg 1994). A lower limit on the intergrain separation can be estimated by using the smallest grain size and the highest
dust mass in the disk. Assuming a higher limit for dust mass� 120 M� in the disk (Artymowicz 1997), using the smallest grain
sizea � 1�m (Backman & Paresce 1993), grain mass density� 1 g cm−3, and a disk volume�(100AU)2� (10AU) we estimate
n

−1=3
d & 180 cm. Using the results of §2.2, we get�D � 10–80 cm. Thus, the� Pic disk is in the regimea < �D < n

−1=3
d , where

grains can be treated as isolated particles immersed in an ionized gas, i.e., collective effects of charged grains play no role (Mendis
& Rosenberg 1994).

The equilibrium electrostatic potential of a grain� is found by balancing all the currents that charge the grain.Given the UV
flux of the star, photoelectric charging is the dominant process, with a current per unit area given by (e.g, Draine 1978)
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for the case of spherical grains with� > 0. Here,F� is the stellar flux per unit frequency,Qabs the grain absorption efficiency,Y
the photoelectric yield,W the grain work function, and
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is the photoelectron kinetic energy distribution function, which we approximate as a parabolic function (e.g., Weingartner &
Draine 2001). The integral over electron energy is then
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The photoelectric yield is approximated as (Draine 1978)

Y (h�) =
1
2
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W

h�
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: (B4)

The fact that the grains in the disk have a minimum size of order � 1�m (Backman & Paresce 1993) allows the use of work
functions corresponding to bulk matter. The values adoptedareW = 8 eV for silicates andW = 4:4 for carbonaceous grains
(Weingartner & Draine 2001). The minimum size of the grains also justifies taking the absorption efficiency for UV radiation as
asQabs(�) = 1 (e.g., Greenberg 1971).

The positive photoelectric current in equation (B1) is balanced by a thermal electron collection current per unit area (e.g.,
Spitzer 1941):

Je = −esene

r
kBTe

2�me

�
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where we use a sticking coefficientse = 0:5 (Draine 1978). Given the low temperature of the gas, the incident electrons have en-
ergies� 1 eV, not enough to make secondary electron emission important (e.g., Mendis & Rosenberg 1994). The ion counterpart
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to equation (B5) is found to be negligible, since these particles are strongly repelled whene� > 0 (e.g., Spitzer 1941). Provided
that relative drift velocities between dust grains and electrons are smaller than the electron thermal velocity (i.e.,v . 40 km s−1),
it is not necessary to correct equation (B5) for this effect (Northrop & Birmingham 1996), since positive charge is not provided
by ions but by photoelectrons. We setTe equal to the gas temperatureT , equation (4).

The equilibrium grain potential is found by solvingJph − Je = 0, the result being shown in Figure 5, normalized by the local
value ofkBT . As mentioned in the main text, the contribution of the ejected photoelectrons to the ambient electron density is
very small. We estimate an upper limit to the density of ejected photoelectrons as

ne;dust�

�
e�

kBT

�
akBT

e2�3
D

� 0:2 cm−3 � ne (B6)

for e�=(kBT ) = 1000,T = 60 K, ne = 4 cm−3, anda = 1�m. In the following, we provide a rough estimate for the equilibrium
potential, and show that it depends strongly on the grain work function (W ), but logarithmically on all other parameters, making
our results quite robust.

In the Wien regime, photon flux can be approximated as

F� = f0
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where kBT? � 0:7 eV for � Pic, r is the distance to the star, andf0 = F�(�0)exp(h�0=[kBT?])=�3
0, with F�(�0) � 3 �

10−9 erg cm−2 s−1 Hz−1 and h�0 = 4:4 eV. We integrate the photoelectric current (equation B1) taking only account of the ex-
ponential drop-off in the flux (and disregarding factors of order unity outside the exponential factor),
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where we have used the fact thatW � e�. Even if this may not be a good approximation, the current depends exponentially on
the ratio (e�+W )=kBT? and other factors outside the exponential matter little. Wealso simplify the equation (B5) by assuming
e� � kBT? � kBT . We equate the above expression to the photoelectric current, and solve for the equilibrium potential:
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This shows that the charging potential depends on all environment variables logarithmically, and is only affected strongly by the
work function. Substituting in our fiducial values (r = 100 AU, ne � 4 cm−3, se = 0:5, T = 60 K) for the� Pic disk, we obtain
e� � 2:8 eV for silicate dust (W = 8 eV) ande� � 5:5 eV for carbon dust (W = 4:4 eV). Both values are much greater than the
values one expects if photoelectric charging is absent (e� � kBT � 10−3 eV). We numerically calculate these potentials (Fig. 5)
using a realistic stellar spectrum and found them to be somewhat smaller than the values obtained here.
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